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ABSTRACT. The method of successive approximations is used to show the existence of
a unique solution to a model of a nonlinear Boltzmann equation under the homogeneous
boundary and typical initial conditions. An explicit formula in terms of the prescribed
functions for the calculation of an approximate solution and its error estimate are given.
This formula reveals an interesting analogy between the initial-boundary value problem of
the Boltzmann equation and the Cauchy problem for ordinary differential equations.
Numerical results for approximate solutions of the problem can be computed by using a
computer. The linear Boltzmann equation is considered as a special case and a similar
formula for the calculation of approximate solutions is included.

1. Introduction. Let Qx, fi2 be bounded domains in the w-dimensional Euclidean space Em and let 3fi, be the boundary of Í2,. Consider the following nonlinear
integrodifferential equation (usually referred to as the Boltzmann equation):

(1 n"97 + ^ ' grad;c u + -f(t'x^v'u)

= j^git,x,v,v',U(t,x,v'))dv'

(t E (0,T],x E B„i/ E Q2)
subject to the boundary and initial conditions

(1.2)

U(t,x,v) = 0

(r G (0,T],x E dÜx,v• v < 0),

(1.3)

Ui0,x,v) = <b(x,v)

(x E fi,,t/ G ß2)

where v is the outward unit normal vector on 9ßj. In general, / and g are
prescribed nonlinear functions of the unknown U = U(t, x, v). In case / g are
linear in U then equation (1.1) reduces to the well-known linearized Boltzmann
equation
0-1)'

-ft+v

gradx U + o(t,x,v)U

= fa os(t,x,v,v')U(t,x,v')dv'

+ q(t,x,v).

The purpose of this paper is to show the existence of a unique solution to the
problem (1.1)-(1.3) and to give a method for the construction of the solution. In
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fact, we present an explicit formula for the calculation of approximate solutions
as well as errcr estimates.
The Boltzmann equation (1.1) (or (1.1)') has many applications in the physical
sciences. In the theory of neutron transport problem, U represents the neutron's

distribution, a, a, are the total and scattering cross-sections and q is the source
function. The nonlinear version of (1.1) includes the possibility of collisions
among moving neutrons. The boundary condition (1.2) means that no neutrons
enter the medium ß, through the boundary surface Bß^OThis is the case if, for
example, the medium is surrounded by vacuum.) The same mathematical model
also describes the time-dependent radiative transfer problem. Literature dealing
with the Boltzmann equation is extensive. Some recent results on neutron
transport and radiative transfer problems can be found in [2], [9], [10], [13]—[16]
and that on kinetic gas theory in [1], [2], [7], [8]. For some earlier work on these
subjects the reader is referred to [3]-[6], [11], [12], [17]. Most of the above work
on neutron transport and radiative transfer concerned with the linear Boltzmann
equation of the form (1.1)'. Some nonlinear transport models have recently been
investigated by the author in [13], [14]. In this paper we consider a model
suggested by the neutron transport problem and use some of the techniques in
[14] for the existence and the method of construction of a classical solution to the

problem (1.1)-<1.3).
2. The main results. Let ß = ß, X ß2, D = [0, T] X ß, X ß2 and let C(D) be
the set of all (real or complex) functions u(t,x,v) defined on D such that (i) u is
continuous on D, (ii) u is bounded on D, and (iii) lim u(t, x, v) exists as
x -» x0 £ 3ß, for t E [0,T],vETl2, where S denotes the closure of S in Em.
Define a norm in C(D) by ||u|| = sup{|«(z)|;z E D). Then C(D) is a Banach
space. A similar definition holds for the Banach space C(ß) with norm ||-||n. We
denote by CX(D) (resp. Cx(ß)) the set of all functions u in C(D) such that their
first partial derivatives in xx, ..., xm (denoted by ux) are in C(D ) (resp. C(ß)).
By letting« = e~XlU for some real A > Owe transform the problem (1.1)-( 1.3)
to the form
(2.1)

u, + v ■gradxu + Xu = F(t,x,v,u)

(2.2)

u(t,x,v) = 0

(2.3)

W(0,x,iO= 4>(x,v)

(t E (0,T],(x,v) E ß),

(t E (0, T],x E dtix,v • v < 0),

((x,v) E ß)

where u, = du/dt and
(2.4) F(t,x,v,u)

= -e-x,f(t,x,v,ex'u)+

¡^ e-x'g(t,x,v,v',ex'u(t,x,v'))dv'.

In the case of the linear equation (1.1)', Fis replaced by
(2.5)

F0(t,x,v,u) = -a(t,x,v)u+

f os(t,x,v,v')u(t,x,v')dv'
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Thus the existence, uniqueness and construction of a solution for the problem

(1.1)-(1.3) follow from the same as for the problem (2.1)—(2.3).
Let i/(°>G CX(D) be given. Define a sequence {u^} successively from the
following linear problem:
(2.6)

«<*>+ v • gradx h<*>+ ah« = F(t, x, v, u^),

(2.7)

uW(t,x,v) = 0

(t E (0, T],x E 8ß,,t/ • v < 0),

(2.8)

uW(0,x,v) = <b(x,v)

((x,v) E ß).

Our object is to construct the sequence {«'*)} from (2.6)-(2.8) and to show that
this sequence converges to the unique solution of (2.1)—(2.3)in C(D) for some
choice of X. To accomplish this we make the following hypotheses:
(Hl) The functions / g are continuous in (t,x,v) ED, v' G ß2, U G (-co,
oo); and <í>is in Cx(ß).
(H2) fx, gx,fu, gu exist and are in C(D) for each v' E ß2 and each U
E (-oo, oo) and fv, gv

are uniformly bounded in UE(-

o°, oo).

The hypothesis (H2),implies that there exist nonnegative functions p(t, x,v) and
ps(t,x,v,v') satisfying
sup-Mp(i,x,t/)

+ Ja p,(t,x,v,v')dv');(t,x,v)

such that for all (t,x,v) ED,v'E

(2.9)

ß2, UX,U2E (-oo, oo)

\f(t,x,v,Ux) -f(t,x,v,U2)\

(2.10)

E D> = p < oo

\g(t,x,v,v',Ux) - g(t,x,v,v',U2)\

< p(t,x,v)\Ux - U2\,
< Ps(t,x,v,v')\Ux - U2\.

Theorem 2.1. Assume that (H,), (H2) hold. Then given any i/°> G CX(D) the
sequence {m(/c)}defined in (2.6)-(2.8) exists and converges to the unique solution
u(t,x,v) of (2.1)—(2.3)for any X > p. Moreover each u^ is given successively by the

formula
i¿k)(t,x,v)

(2.11)

= e*<b(x - vt,v)

+£

e-*t-OF(r,x - v(t - t),v,u^-»(t,x

- v(t - i),v))dr,

k -1.2,...,
and satisfies the error estimate

(2.12)

||«(*)- u\\ < (p/(X - p))(p/X)k-x||«0) - «W||,

where F is given in (2.4).
In the case of the linear equation (1.1)' the conditions (2.9), (2.10) are satisfied
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with p = a, ps = a,. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is the following
Corollary. Assume that a, as, q are in CX(D) for each v' £ ß2 and that as is
continuous on DX ß2. Then by taking u^ E CX(D) and choosing
X > 5 = sup-j o(t,x,v) + J

os(t,x,v,v')dv';(t,x,v)

E D>

the sequence {u^} defined in (2.6)-(2.8) with F = F0 exists and converges to the
unique solution u(t,x,v) of the linear problem (2.1)—(2.3).7« addition, each «(*' can

be calculatedfrom (2.11) with F replaced by FQand (2.12) holds with p = ct.
It is interesting to note that Theorem 2.1 is in analogy to the classical results
for the Cauchy problem of ordinary differential equations by the method of
successive approximations. The essential conditions in Theorem 2.1 are that/and
g satisfy some global Lipschitz conditions. In case they satisfy only local
Lipschitz conditions in some neighborhood of the zero function we also have an
analogous theorem for the existence of a unique local solution.
Theorem 2.2. Assume that (H,), (H2) hold only for U in [~r,r] for some
r > 0 and that ||d>||a< r. Then the problem (1.1)—(1.3)has a unique "local solution"
U(t,x,v) in the sense that for some 7¡j> 0,U(t,x,v) satisfies (1.1)—(1.3)for t
e [0, T0],(x,v) E ß. 7« addition, U can be continued for as long as it remains in
i-r,r).

We next give some additional conditions for the continuation of a local
solution to the whole interval [0, T\. For simplicity we consider C(7J>)and C(ß)
as real spaces of real-valued functions. In addition, we make the following
assumption:

(H3) For each (t,x,v) £ D,f(t,x,v,0)
(2.13)

= g(t,x,v,v',0) = 0 and

Uf(t,x,v, U) > (/ß2 ps(t,x,v,v')dv^jU2

(U E [-r,r]).

Theorem 2.3. Assume that (H, ) - (H3) hold for U in [- r, r]

and that

\\<p\\
n< r. Then the problem (1.1)—(1.3)has a unique solution u(t,x,v) on the whole

interval [0, T]. In addition, \\u(t)\\a< \\<t>\\afor
all t E [0, T\.

It is seen from Theorem 2.3 that if (H,) - (H3) hold for all t E [0, oo) and if
the initial function <i>
is in (—r,r) then every solution of the problem (1.1)—(1.3)is
uniformly bounded for all t > 0. In the theory of Lyapunov stability, the zero
solution of the problem (1.1)—(1.3)(with d>= 0) is stable. In fact, if the condition
(2.13) is slightly strengthened by assuming

(2.14)

Uf(t,x,v, U) > (e + j^ ps(t,x,v,v')dv'JU2

for some e > 0 then the zero solution is (exponentially) asymptotically stable.
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The physical interpretation of (2.13) (or (2.14)) is that if the rate of the particles
absorption and scattering by the medium is no less than the rate of particles
gained from scattering of other particles then the particle distribution in the
medium is nonincreasing (or strictly decreasing).
3. Proof of the theorems. Define an operator A in C(D) by Au = u,
+ v ■gradxu + Xu (u E D(A)) where D(A) is the domain of A given by D(A)
= {u G C(D ); u, and v • gradx u are in C(D ) and u satisfies (2.2), (2.3)}. Consider
F as a mapping on C(D). Then by (H,) the problem (2.1)—(2.3) is equivalent to
the operator equation

(3.1)

Au = F(u)

(u E D(A))

in the Banach space C(D), and the problem (2.6)-(2.8) becomes

(3.2)

AiW = F(«(*-'))

(«(*)G D(A)).

Thus it suffices to show that the sequence {u^} from (3.2) exists and converges
to the unique solution of (3.1) in C(D). We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Given any ux,u2 E D(A) there exists z0 = (t0,x0,v0) E D such that
(3.3)

Re[(n,(z0) - U2(zQ))(Aux(zQ)- Au2(z0))] > X\\ux- u2\\ \

where \\ux— u2\\ = |mi(z0) — M2(^o) I- Moreover the inverse A~x exists on R(A), the

range of A, and
(3.4)

\\A~xwx- A~xw2\\< A-'Iki - w2\\

(wx,w2 E R(A)).

Proof. Let u = ux- u2 and let z0 = (t0,x0,v0) E D such that ||w|| = \u(zQ)\.

Then
Re[l<(z0)(/lUl(z0) - Au2(zQ))]

(3.5)

= Re[n(z0)(u,(z0) + vQ■grad^z,,))

+ A|«(z0)|2]

= (13/30|M(z0)|2 + ¡v0 ■grad,(|«(z0)|2) + X|M(z0)|2.
Since |«(z0)|2 = «(z0)t/(z0) is a positive maximum on D, if r0 G (0, T), xQ E iïx
then |w,(zo)|2 = "o ' gradx(|"(z0)|2) = 0 and thus (3.3) follows from (3.5). In case
t0 = 0 or /0 = 7* then from u(0,x,v) = 0 and the continuity of u, u(t0,xQ,v0)
= 0 if r0 = 0; and (3/3í)(|m(í0,;c0,í/0)|2) > 0 if r0 = T. In either case the first
term at the right side of (3.5) is nonnegative. Suppose x0 E 3ß,. Then if
v0 • v < 0, the boundary condition (2.2) implies that u(z0) = 0. Since(|w(i0,x0,
v0)\2 — \u(to,x,v0)\L)/\x0 —x\ > 0 for every x G ß,, the direction of the vector
gradx(|«(z0)|2) is not pointing inward from 3ßi at x0. Hence v0 • gradx(|i/(z0)|2)
> 0 if v0 • v > 0. This shows that the second term at the right side of (3.5) is also
nonnegative. Therefore (3.3) follows from (3.5). Finally, by (3.3)
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(3.6)

\\ux-u2\\\\Aux-Au2\\

>a||M,-«2P,

the second part of the lemma follows.
Lemma 3.2. Given any h(t,x,v) in CX(D), the linear equation

(3.7)

u, + v • gradan + Xu = «

under the boundary and initial conditions (2.2), (2.3) has a unique solution u £ D(A)

given by
(3.8)

u(t,x, v) = <?-x'<f>(x
- vt, v) + £ e-^'~^h(T,x - v(t - t), v)di

where <f>(x,
v) and h(t,x, v) are defined to be zero when x g. Qx.

Proof. By introducing the new variable x' = x - vt, t = t, equation (3.7)
reduces to
-¡-u(t,x'

+ VT,v) + Xu(t,x' + VT,v) = «(t, x' + VT,v).

Multiplication by eXrand integration from 0 to t lead to
ex'u(t,x' + vt,v) - u(0,x',v)

= f

eXrh(r,x' + vr,v)dr.

By setting x' = x — vt and using the initial condition (1.3) we obtain (3.8). A
direct calculation from (3.8) shows that u, and v • gradx« are in C(D). Since the
points x —vt and x — v(t —t) are outside of ß, for all r > t > 0 when x £ 3ß]
and v is incoming (i.e., v ■v < 0) we have by definition d>(x- vt, v) = h(r, x
— v(t — r), v) = 0. This shows that u satisfies the boundary condition (2.2). The
initial condition (2.3) follows directly from (3.8). Therefore u £ D(A) which
proves the lemma.
Lemma 3.2 shows that the sequence (u<*)}defined in (2.6)-(2.8) (or equivalently

(3.2)) exists and t/*> £ D(A) for every k = 1,2,....
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let w(t,x,v) E CX(D) be given and let h(t,x,v)
= F(w)(t,x,v) = F(t,x,v,w(t,x,v)). Then from(H2),« £ CX(D). Thus by Lemma 3.2 there exists u £ D(A) such that Au = F(w) and by Lemma 3.1 we may
write m = A~lF(w). Since from (2.9), (2.10) given any wx,w2 E CX(D),
\F(wx)(t,x,v)

- F(w2)(t,x,v)\

< (p(t,x,v)

+f^ps(t,x,v,v')dv'j\\wx

- w2\\.

Thus \\F(wx)- F(w2)\\ < p\\wx- w2\\.It follows from Lemma 3.1 that

(3.9) llX-'ffa) - A->F(w2)\\< X"1\\F(wx)- F(w2)\\< X-'p||w,- >v2||.
This shows that A~*Fis a contraction mapping on CX(D). Since by Lemma 3.1
the sequence {«<*>}
determined from (3.2) may be written as i/(*>= A~lF(uk~l),
the contraction property of A~lF implies that this sequence converges to a unique
solution u (say) in C(7J). But from (3.8) in Lemma 3.2,
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i¿k>(t,x,v) = e~x'<b(x - vt,v)

+j

e-^'-^F(i,x

- v(t - T),v,u<k-V(r,x - v(t - r),v))di

we see by taking k -* oo that u = A~xF(u). Hence u G D(A) and Au = F(u).
This shows the existence of a unique solution to the problem (2.1)—(2.3)and that
(2.11) holds. Finally the error estimate follows directly from the contraction

property of A~XF.The proof of the theorem is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let 0 < e < r - \\<t>\\.
Define extensions/, g in such a
way that/ = /, g = g for \U\ < r - e and/, g satisfy (H,), (H2). (For example,
we may deñnef(t,x,v, U) = f(t,x,v, U) if \U\ < r - e;f(t,x,v, U) = f(t,x,v,r)
if U > r; f(t,x,v,U) = f(t,x,v,—r) if U < —r; and / is continuous on D
X [r —e,r] and on D X [—r,-r+e]
such that/is continuously differentiable in
U with fy(t,x,v,±r T e) = fu(t,x,v,±r + e) and fv(t,x,v,±r) = 0.) Hence by
Theorem 2.1, the extended problem (1.1)—(1.3)with/ g replaced by/, g has a
unique solution Ü(t,x,v). Since ¿7(i,x,f) is continuous in t with |i7(0,jc,f)|
= \<¡>(x,v)\< r — e there exists 2¡¡> 0 such that \Ü(t,x,v)\ < r — e for t
G [0, T0], (x,v) E ß. But /, g coincide with / g when \0\ < r —e we see that

Ü(t,x,v) is the solution of the original problem (1.1)—(1.3)for t E [Q,TQ],
(x, v) E ß, and the solution can be continued so long as it remains in (—r,r). This
proves the theorem.
In order to prove Theorem 2.3 we show the following lemma which is useful
in the study of the stability problem of a solution.
Lemma 3.3. For each t E [0, T) let u(t,x,v) E C(ß) such that u,it,x,v) exists
and is in C(ß). Then there exists z0 = (x0,v0) E ß (x0,v0 may depend on t) with
\Wi')\\ a= l"('>zo)l su°h that the right derivative (d+/dt)\u(t,z0)\ exists and satisfies
(3.10)

\\u(t)\\a(d+/dt)\u(t,z0)\ < u(t,z0)u,(t,z0).

Proof. We first show that for each fixed z ■ (x,v) E U,(d+/dt)\u(t,z)\ exists

and
(3.11)

(d+/dt)\u(t,z)\ = hm h-x(\u(t,z) + hu,(t,z)\ - \u(t,z)\).

The limit in (3.11) exists since the function g(h) = h~x(\u(t,z) + hu,(t,z)\
- |«(r,z)|) is monotonically nondecreasing in h and is bounded by ±\u,(t,z)\.
From the relation
h-x\(\u(t + h,z)\-\u(t,z)\)

- (\u(t,z) + hUl(t,z)\-\u(t,z)\)\

< h~x\u(t + h,z) - u(t,z) - hu,(t,z)\

for every h > 0 we see by taking h -> 0+ that (3.11) holds. Let S, = {z
G ß; \\u(t)\\a= |m(í,z)|}.Then by taking any z0 G S, in (3.11) we have

(3.12) (d+/dt)\u(t,z0)\
< ¡im(\\u(t)+ MOIIB-IWdlla) (' 6 [0,T)).
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Notice that the limit in (3.12) also exists. Since (3.10) holds for ||w(/)||n= 0 we
need only to show the case u(t,z) # 0. For convenience we surpress the fixed /
in u(t, z).
For each « > 0 we choose zh E ß such that \\u + hu,\\ a= \u(zh) + hu,(zh)\.

Then for any z* £ S,
(3.13)

\u(z*) + hut(z*)\ < II«+ «M,||a= \u(zh)+ hu,(zh)\.

Since {zh}is bounded we may assume that zh -* z0 (say). Letting « -> 0+ in (3.13)
gives |«(z*)| < |w(z0)|. Thus z0 £ S,. Now if u(z0) § 0 then for sufficiently small
«, u(zh) 5 0 and u(zh) + hut(zh) ^ 0 so that
(3.14)

h-\\u(zh)

+ hut(zh)\ - \u(zh)\) = (sgn u(z0))u,(zh).

But for each « > 0,
(3.15)

h-'(\u(zh) + hu,(zh)\ - \u(z*)\) < h~\\u(zh) + hu,(zh)\ - \u(zh)\).

We obtain from (3.14),(3.15)that

(3.16)

fim «-'(II«+ huX - Hay < ^u,(z0).

Hence (3.10)follows from (3.12)and (3.16).
Remark. From the boundedness of u, on D, there exists a constant M < oo
such that \u(t,z) - u(s,z)\ < M\t - s\ for all t, s E [0, T], z E ß. Hence ||w(/)|| a
is Lipschitz continuous in t and thus is differentiable almost everywhere in [0, T].
This implies that (3.10) holds for (d/dt)\u(t,z0)\ for almost all values of / £ [0, T],
Proof of Theorem 23. By defining extensions /, g as in the proof of Theorem
2.2, the extended problem (1.1)—(1.3)has a unique solution Ü(t,x,v) £ D(A). By
Lemma 3.3 there exists z0 ■ (x0,fo) £ ß such that

\m)Ud+/dt)m,z0)\
(3.17)

^ ü(''zo) -v0■grad, Ü(t,z0) -f(t,z0, Ü(t,z0))

+ fa g(t,z0,v',Ü(t,x0,v'))dv'
where ||¿7(011«= |í/(í,^o)|. From the proof of Lemma 3.1 we see that Ü(t,z0)(v0 ■grad* t/(i,z0)) > 0. Since g satisfies (2.10), the right side of (3.17) is major-

ized by
-Ü(t,z0)f(t,z0,Ü(t,z0))

+ ^ps(t,zQ,v')dv^\C(t,zQ)\2.

It follows from (3.17), (H3) and the continuity of |i?(r,z0)| that

(3.18)

(d+/dt)\Ü(t,z0)\2< 0 for as long as |[¿7(011
< r.
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Since this is true for every t E [0, T) and a corresponding point z0 in ß we have

II¿7(011
a< II¿7(0)||
a= Wq< r forallt £ [0,7/].
But /, g coincide with / g, respectively, when || ¿7(/)|| < r we conclude that
Ü(t,x,v) is the solution of the original problem (1.1)—(1.3). This proves the

theorem.
In case (2.13) is replaced by (2.14) then (3.18) becomes

(d+/dt)\Ü(t,z0)\2< -2e\\Ü(t)\g
and thus || ¿7(01lo < e~elllallafor all t. This justifies the remark following Theorem

2.3.
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